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Thank you for your interest in partnering with us for your events and entertainment needs. 

With a background in performance and over twenty years of experience in event design and 

management, we can relieve you of much of the burden and stress associated with hosting an 

important celebration. 

You can rest easy knowing Real Magic is a fully licensed and insured company dedicated to 

outstanding customer service. Our goal is always to exceed our clients' expectations.  

The enclosed documents are meant to give you an overview of the many options you have 

with Real Magic including stellar entertainers, fun activities, quality equipment and 

outstanding decor. 

From performing at an intimate celebration to supplying equipment, staffing and 

entertainment for the largest of events, we are ready to execute your vision. If you want 

quality services from a reliable provider for a fair price, look no further. Please take a look at 

the materials below, then call us to talk or email us your items of interest for a custom quote. 

Thanks again, 

 

Jonathan Lopez 

Owner-Operator Real Magic  
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Entertainment and Party Rentals Wish List 

LIVE ENTERTAINMENT 

☐ Magic Show ☐ Strolling Magic 

☐ DJ/Karaoke Services ☐ Sketch Artist 

☐ Balloon Twist Artist ☐ Face Painter 

☐ Costume Character ☐ Bingo Games 

☐ Facilitated Rec Games ☐ Fortune Teller 

☐ Henna Artist ☐ Variety Act 

 

MIDWAY CARNIVAL 

☐ Red/White Tents ☐ Carnival Games 

☐ Small Trinket Prizes ☐ Upgraded Prizes 

☐ Separate Prize Tent ☐ Carnival Staffing 

☐ 3 Game Inflatable ☐ 4 Booth Inflatable 

 
CONCESSION RENTALS 

☐ Popcorn Machine ☐ Sno-Cone Machine 

☐ Cotton Candy Machine ☐ Concessions Tent 

☐ Product and Supplies ☐ Staffing 

 
INFLATABLES 

☐ Human Snow Globe ☐ Hamsterballs/Zorbs 

☐ Millenium Falcon ☐ AT-AT Walker 

☐ Jumbo Twister ☐ Velcro Dart Board 

☐ Giant Screen XBox ☐ Zero Gravity 

☐ Velcro Wall ☐ Bungee Run 

☐ Pedestal Joust ☐ Bouncy Boxing 

☐ Obstacle Course ☐ Soccer Pool 

☐ Large Batter-Up ☐ Small Batter-Up 

☐ Large Basketball ☐ Medium Basketball 

☐ Small Basketball ☐ QB Football Toss 

☐ Dual Soccer Kick ☐ Giant Soccer Darts 

☐ Bounce House ☐ Bounce/Slide Combo 

☐ Bubble Huts Crawl ☐ Caterpillar Obs Course 

☐ Under The Sea Crawl ☐ Toddler Bounce House 

 

WATER AMUSEMENTS 

☐ Bucket Brigade ☐ Dunk Tank 

☐ Kidz Wash ☐ Water Slide 

 

EVENT AMUSEMENTS STAFFING 

☐ Yes ☐ No 

 
BIG SCREEN MOVIE EVENT 

☐ 16x13 L Screen Pkg ☐ 22x15 XL Screen Pkg 

☐ 36x24 XXL Screen Pkg ☐ Pre-Film MC/Act 

 

CASINO MONTE CARLO 

☐ Black Jack Tables ☐ Poker Tables 

☐ Roulette Tables ☐ Craps Tables 

☐ Inflatable Cash Cube ☐ Games Dealers 

☐ Vegas Welcome Sign ☐ 10’ Roulette Wheel 

☐ 6’ Money Stack ☐ Jumbo Dice 

☐ Jumbo Cards ☐ Large Prop Chips 

 

OTHER AMUSEMENTS 

☐ Enchanted Forest EC ☐ Immunity Quest EC 

☐ Labyrinth Tilt-a-Maze ☐ 4 Way Ping Pong 

☐ Giant Battleship! ☐ 5 Hole LED Mini-Golf 

☐ 3 Hole Inf Golf ☐ 3 Hole Inf Glow Golf 

☐ Lawn Games ☐ Photo Booth 

 
ADDITIONAL OPTIONS 

☐ Sound System & Mic ☐ Pipe and Drape 

☐ Hollywood Props ☐ 11’ Eiffel Tower 

☐ Raffle Gift Baskets ☐ Balloon Decor 

☐ Stanchions & Ropes ☐ Red Carpet 

☐ Generator Power ☐ Rec Games Gear Only 

☐ Arts and Crafts ☐ Bingo Equipment Only 

☐ Raffle Drum ☐ Volleyball Equipment 

☐ Check-In Booth ☐ Selfie Station 

☐ Stage Trailer ☐ Platform Stage 

☐ Tables and Chairs ☐ Indoor Pop-Up Screen 

 

 
Real Magic & Co. 

(916) 257-5999 
 Committed to being your long term partner, providing 

outstanding service with honesty & integrity.  
We care about your success! 

 
 
         YOUR NAME: _______________________________ 
 
 COMPANY NAME: _______________________________ 
 
      GUEST TOTAL:  ______________________________ 
 
         EST BUDGET: _______________________________ 
 
        EVENT DATE: _______________________________ 
 
            LOCATION: _________________________________ 
 
    EVENT TIME: (from):  ___________   (to):  ___________ 
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FULL-SERVICE EVENT PLANNING 

Put your party in professional hands with Real Magic event planning and coordination. Though our specialty is 

entertainment in all forms, we can put together your entire affair, handling everything from layout to catering to trash 

clean-up. Services include participation in planning meetings and on-site event coordination. 

 
LIVE ENTERTAINMENT 

Magic Show:  Always family friendly, the high energy magic shows of Jonathan Lopez appeal to audiences of all ages. 

They are set to music, enhanced by a stage curtain backdrop, feature comedic bits and some astonishing tricks. Shows 

can be tailored to suit the occasion or season. Full stage illusion shows are also available. 

Strolling Magic:  Get the party humming by having our Magicians mingle amongst the guests, visiting tables and 

dazzling everyone with close-up magic. Cards change places, coins vanish and objects appear out of nowhere!  It is one 

thing to see these feats performed on stage, but it is a totally different experience to witness this magic close-up. 

Balloon Artist: If you name it, our professionally trained twisters will make it (out of balloons)!  

Costumed Characters:  Snowman and Bunny roaming characters really excite the kids and make for great photo ops.  

Disk Jockey:  Whether you want some background music with a microphone for announcements, or an all-out DJ 

Booth with lights and games, we can provide what you want. We offer superior sound quality and a continuously 

updated music library to play the songs you want to hear. 

Face Painter: Non-toxic professional paints and huge talent are what we guarantee with our face painters!  

Fortune Teller:  Fun readings for guests utilizing a variety of divination methods. 

Henna Tattoo Artist: Guests can enjoy this temporary decoration, rooted in ancient traditions of adorning bodies 

with the beautiful natural artwork created from the henna plant. 

Karaoke Party Time:  Everyone can be a star! We provide one of the area’s largest song lists so each participant is 

sure to find a favorite song to sing along to. Upgrade options include costume selection and pipe and drape staging. 

Sketch Artist: Our sketch artists are a wonderful addition to any type of event. Not only is it great fun for the artist’s 

subject and the onlookers, it brings a personal touch to your party and gives guests a unique and lasting souvenir by 

which to remember the event. Upgrade option to have your logo pre-printed on the sketch paper. 

Stage Trailer:  16’ trailer with a side wall that drops down to create a stage. Wired for lighting and A/C. 

Variety Entertainer:  This demonstration of mad skills in juggling, unicycle riding, stilt walking and other surprises will 

leave the audience absolutely amazed. 

 
MIDWAY CARNIVAL AND CONCESSIONS 

Carnival Games: Our Midway Carnival is a sure fire hit, providing an immediate visual impact with red and white 

striped tents, 7’ tall full color games, as well as more standard ones. We also have inflatable carnival units!  

Concessions: Popcorn, Sno-Cones and Cotton Candy. Add a concessions booth with flags. 
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CASINO MONTE CARLO 

Casino Decor: Vegas Style Welcome Sign, 10’ Roulette Wheel, 6’ Money Stack, Jumbo Dice, Cards and Poker Chips 

 
Casino Games: Host a fundraiser, or just have fun enjoying a Casino Night with family, friends, or colleagues. Mix and 
match your choice of BlackJack, Poker, Roulette and Craps tables. Casino is available with or without dealers. 

 

SPECIALTY ITEMS 

Escape Room Challenge: Great for Team Building, Grad Night, or having the coolest party in town, groups of 6 to 8 
players work together to decipher clues and unlock items and solve puzzles before time runs out! Currently featuring the 
Enchanted Forest – a glowing 3D visit to the faery woods and Immunity Quest – modeled after a famous Reality TV hit. 

Star Wars Licensed Inflatables: Featuring some of your favorite movie characters and moments, the bounce house, 
AT-AT Walker Obstacle Course and massive Millenium Falcon Experience are great for May 4th, Hollywood,  and Space 
themed events as well as for major fans of the franchise. 

Putt Putt Mini-Golf Course: Players are delighted and challenged by a set of 5 LED lighted holes plus inflatable 3 hole 
units, one that glows in blacklight! 

4 Way Hyper Pong: Twice the challenge and twice the ping pong fun with 4 players! 

Labyrinth Tilt-a-Maze: The latest addition to our glow and team building options, 4 players work a pulley system to 
get the ball safely through the maze. Quickest team time wins. 

Cash Cube Slot Machine: This huge inflatable slot machine is fully enclosed and blows air to circulate money, movie 
passes, gift certificates, etc. The perfect addition to any event with casino tables!  

Human Hamster Balls:  Lightweight and made of flexible plastic, our hamster balls are double-sectioned, having one 
ball inside the other with an air layer between. This acts as a shock absorber for the rider. Track and Staff required. 
 
Human Snow Globe: A hard to find attraction perfect for photo ops at your Winter Holiday event. 

Jumbo Inflatable Movie Screens: Three different screen sizes ideal for movie nights, slide shows, or video game 
parties. We also supply the sound, projector and DVD player. 

LITTLE KID INFLATABLES 

Bubble Huts Crawl:  Kids make their way through multiple rooms navigating pop-ups and a small slide. 

Caterpillar Craze Obstacle Course:  Short inclines and small slides make this unit great for younger players. 

Toddler Combo Bounce:  Bouncy sliding fun at a smaller scale for the 4 and under crowd. 

Under the Sea Crawl:  Cool graphics, pop-ups and a miniature climb and slide keep them entertained all day. 

 
INFLATABLES 

Adrenaline Rush Obstacle Course:  Guests experience a barrage of obstacles traversing this 40 foot behemoth. 
 
Basketball:  Large, Medium and Mini units available. Players offer up their best shots in these 2 Hoop games. 
 
Batter Up:  Large and Mini units available. Take part in batting practice, hitting baseballs into an enclosed "outfield". 
 
Box n Bounce:   This inflatable ring allows two combatants to harmlessly slug it out using oversized boxing gloves. 
 
Bungee Run:  Two players run as far as they can down the inflated run way before the bungee cord pulls them back. 
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INFLATABLES (Cont’d) 

Dart Board:  A stand-alone inflatable board reaching approximately 10 feet in height. Score points on the standard 

face using velcro dotted plastic balls instead of darts. 

Jumbo Twister:  Comes complete with the color palette spinner and inflatable floor, just like the classic game. 

Pedestal Joust:  Knock your opponent off the pedestal with foam padded joust poles. 
 
Quarterback Football Challenge:  Two players test their accuracy at throwing footballs. 
 
Soccer Darts:  Kick Velcro covered soccer balls and score big on this 13’ tall inflatable dart board. 
 
Soccer Pool:  Kick the Cue Ball to knock the Solids and Stripes into the Corner Pockets. 

Velcro Wall:  Jump high and stick to the wall in the colorful velcro suit. 

Zero Gravity Shootout:  Players throw objects to knock hovering balls off the tops of aliens’ heads. 

Various Bounce Houses and Combos 

WATER UNITS 

Bucket Brigade:  Water is pumped from a barrel through a hose and into a bucket which, when triggered, dumps the 
contents onto the volunteer sitting below. 

Dunk Tank:  Players try to hit the trigger pad with a ball, causing the volunteer to fall into a tank of water. 

Kidz Car Wash:  Go through an Inflatable “Car Wash”, getting drenched before reaching the exit squeaky clean.  

Waterslide:  A slippery good time at your Summer event. Available in various sizes. 

 
UPGRADES AND ADD-ONS 

Balloon Decor:  Enhance the feel of your special occasion with centerpieces, columns, arches and characters. 

Bingo:  A lot of fun, and a method to distribute gifts and prizes to attendees. We bring the cards, tumbler, and balls 
and can call the games as well. 
 
Lawn Games:  Self-Directed activities fun for both children and adults. Corn-Hole, Jumbo Jenga, Giant Connect 4, 
Colossal Kerplunk and a huge Fleetseeker Battleship game. 

Photo Booth:  Capture the moment forever with a photo booth. Comes with attendant and themed props. 

Pipe and Drape:  Define space for performances, announcements, or photos with our royal blue or black curtains. 

Recreation Games:  There is no better way to bring your group together at your “picnic” than with our rec games. Set 

to music and directed by Real Magic staff, guests interact by participating in activities such as a hula hoop contest, 

potato sack or three-legged races, tug-of-war, pass the orange, water balloon toss, or other classics. 

Selfie Station:  Custom creations with photo backdrop and accessories for any occasion. 

Themed Crafts:  Facilitated crafts stations allow guests to get creative at any celebration throughout the year. 

Themed Decor:  Hollywood Style Gala, Casino Upgrade, Circus Event, Etc. 
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Magician Jonathan Lopez 
 

Jon Lopez, owner of Real Magic, is a true professional with a flair for showmanship and a love of 

entertaining. His magical skills are sought for a variety of events by families, associations, 

communities, and businesses of all sizes. A member of the International Brotherhood of Magicians, 

his talent earned him the coveted title of “Magician of The Year” from Sacramento News & Review. 

Utilizing laughter, audience participation and some truly astonishing tricks, Jon’s dedication to 

creating a magical experience that exceeds expectations keeps clients returning year after year. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Call or email Real Magic today to book Jon Lopez to entertain at your next event! 

Strolling Magician

In traditional dress or themed attire Jon mingles among the guests and dazzles 
them with close-up magic. Guests will be engaged, amused and astounded by cards 

that switch places, balls that vanish, and items that appear from nowhere. 

Amazing Magic Show

This is a high energy family-friendly magic show set to music, usually performed in 
front of a stage curtain backdrop, and designed to amaze and amuse audience 

members of all ages. Jon offers various modifications to suit the occasion or season.

Learn to Be the Magical Star

After a half-length performance, Jon teaches audience members some fun skills so 
they can amaze their family and friends with awesome balloon animals or a few 

magic tricks done with everyday objects.

Stand-Up Comedy and Magic Show

This makes a great transition from dining and conversations to focusing on a 
speaker or an awards presentation. Jon will grab the audience’s attention with his 

funny and charming bits highlighted by some genuinely amazing magic.
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LET US ENTERTAIN YOU! 
As a life-long performer Jon Lopez knows that great entertainment is key to the success of any event. Let us use our 

knowledge and resources to bring you some of the best talent found both in and outside our area. We deliver diverse 

acts guaranteed to delight audiences of all ages. 

 

  

Magicians Variety Entertainers DJs and Emcees

Facepaint & Henna Artists Balloon Twist Artists Caricature Sketch Artists

Puppeteers & Ventriloquists Costumed Characters Many More Options
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MIDWAY CARNIVAL AND CONCESSIONS 
Carnival events are a hit with kids of all ages and we offer a large variety of package options. Relax and let our upbeat 

staff run the games or put some volunteers to work. You can choose the size of your carnival and if you want us to 

provide prizes or not. Enhance the fair-like atmosphere with Popcorn, Sno-Cones, and Cotton Candy. 
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Inflatables 
From toddlers to teens and beyond, Real Magic has inflatable games and activities suitable for a wide range of ages! 
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PUTT PUTT MINI-GOLF 
Indoors or outside, guests of all ages have fun playing mini-golf. With five LED Holes and two inflatable units 

with three holes each, we can configure a course for your space. 
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ESCAPE CHALLENGE EXPERIENCE 
 

Team up with classmates or colleagues to find clues, solve puzzles and complete tasks before your time runs out! Our 

portable escape rooms take sign-ups for teams of 6 to 8 players and each hosted game lasts 12 to 15 minutes. 
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UNCOMMON FUN! 
Take your event to the next level with these specialty amusements that are hard to find! 

  
4 Way Hyper Pong Fleet Seeker! 

  

  
Soccer Pool Labyrinth Tilt-A-Maze 
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The Star Wars Universe 
These moonwalks put you in the world of Star Wars with graphics and pop ups taken straight from the movies! 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

AT-AT Walker Obstacle Course 

 

 

  

Millenium Falcon Experience 

Large Bounce House 
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OUTDOOR MOVIE NIGHTS 
 

Draw traffic to your location or just entertain a crowd with an outdoor movie night. Screens come in a range of 

sizes suitable for audiences of up to 800+ with projector, dvd player, sound system and technical operators. 

Upgrade your event with a popcorn booth and pre-movie entertainment for an even better guest experience!

 

  

XXL 36ft x 24ft Screen 

XL 22ft x 15ft Screen LG 16ft x 13ft Screen
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CASINO MONTE CARLO 

A sure bet for a great time, Real Magic is your ace in the hole for quality table games and outstanding service. 
Mix and match your choice of Black Jack, Roulette, Craps and Poker tables to best suit your guests. Have our 
professional and friendly dealers run the games or provide your own. Themed décor is also available. 
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CASINO DECOR 
Take your casino event to the next level with high-end elements and larger-than-life decorative items. 

Welcome guests with a custom greeting on our Vegas style sign, seat high rollers in the WSOP chairs at the top 

poker table, and enhance the overall feeling with lighting and other large scale decorations. 

 

  

Vegas Sign and 10' Roulette Wheel

World Series of Poker Chairs Super Jumbo Cards

Uplighting Effects Other Large-Scale Decor
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Slot Machine Cash Cube 
This inflatable slot machine blows air to circulate paper items. Whether it is money, vouchers or raffle tickets your 

guests catch, it’s an easy way to add prize winning to your event and the perfect addition to any casino night!  
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GLOW PARTY PACKAGE 
With Black Lights, Neon-Colored UV Reactive and LED lighted Amusements, your Glow Party will Pop! 
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Balloons by Hannah 
 

Custom balloon décor by Real Magic’s Hannah Lopez is the no work and no worries way to enhance the ambience of 

your next event. Help set the mood you want to create with themed balloon creations of all shapes and sizes. 
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HUMAN SNOW GLOBE 
 

The ultimate inflatable rental for any Winter event! Our Human Snow Globe is perfect for seasonal pictures and is just 

great fun. It has an airlock to maintain inflation, a footprint of about 15 by 18 feet, and cheerful staff operators. 
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PORTABLE STAGES 
 

From an 18” high platform with many size options, to our towable stage trailer, Real Magic can provide the foundation 

for the acts or ceremonies at your event. Highly versatile, our 16’ trailer has a 24’x24’ footprint when set up that 

includes a small fenced area in front to keep your audience a safe distance from the 2 foot high stage. It is wired for 

electricity and comes with A/C, lighting, steps and your choice of Magic themed or plain framing panels. Optional 

upgrades include: Custom framing panels and a pair of 4’x8’ side stages to expand the platform 

  

  

 


